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Front Bumper Line Front Bumper Line 
Deployment/RestorationDeployment/Restoration



Front Bumper Line Front Bumper Line 
SpecificationsSpecifications

150’ of 1 ¾” hose with a TFT nozzle, 150’ of 1 ¾” hose with a TFT nozzle, 
connected to a gated connected to a gated wyewye..
Located in the front bumper well on ELocated in the front bumper well on E--841, 841, 
EE--842 and TL842 and TL--844.844.
Used on vehicle, brush, trash, and house Used on vehicle, brush, trash, and house 
fires.fires.
Can be shortened to desired lengths of Can be shortened to desired lengths of 
100’ and 50’.100’ and 50’.



Properly restored hose, ready for Properly restored hose, ready for 
deployment.deployment.



NOTE:  Line is designed to be deployed by NOTE:  Line is designed to be deployed by 
two firefighters.  Seat 1 FF performs nozzle two firefighters.  Seat 1 FF performs nozzle 
assignments, Seat 2 FF performs backup assignments, Seat 2 FF performs backup 

functions.  functions.  

If deployed by one FF only, the nozzle FF If deployed by one FF only, the nozzle FF 
performs all described functions.performs all described functions.



If only 100’ of line is needed, disconnect If only 100’ of line is needed, disconnect 
middle coupling and connect female to middle coupling and connect female to 

gated gated wyewye



If only 50’ of line is needed, disconnect If only 50’ of line is needed, disconnect 
donut roll coupling and connect female to donut roll coupling and connect female to 

gated gated wyewye..



DEPLOYING LINEDEPLOYING LINE
Nozzle FF Nozzle FF -- Remove the donut roll from the Remove the donut roll from the 

wellwell



Tuck the hose under your right arm. With Tuck the hose under your right arm. With 
your left hand, grab the loop closest to you your left hand, grab the loop closest to you 

and pull forcefullyand pull forcefully



The middle 50’ section of hose will flake out 
on the ground.  The Backup FF pulls the 
second loop in the same manner as the first



The Backup FF The Backup FF mustmust open the gate valve open the gate valve 
on the on the wyewye prior to departing the apparatus.prior to departing the apparatus.



The Backup FF picks up the coupling The Backup FF picks up the coupling 
between the 2between the 2ndnd and 3and 3rdrd lengths and lengths and 

advances it toward the fire.advances it toward the fire.



Upon arrival at the destination, unroll the Upon arrival at the destination, unroll the 
hose to the side.  This will leave you with the hose to the side.  This will leave you with the 
nozzle in hand and 50’ of hose to advance nozzle in hand and 50’ of hose to advance 

to the fire.to the fire.



Call for the line to be chargedCall for the line to be charged



RestorationRestoration

Disconnect the couplings and drain the Disconnect the couplings and drain the 
hose.hose.
Follow the listed steps to avoid common Follow the listed steps to avoid common 
mistakes in restoring the line.mistakes in restoring the line.



Place the first length in the well with the female Place the first length in the well with the female 
end at the back side of the Q2B siren.  This will end at the back side of the Q2B siren.  This will 

leave enough slack to connect to the wyeleave enough slack to connect to the wye



Form a “U” shape in the well, keeping the Form a “U” shape in the well, keeping the 
line tight in the corners.  Continue folding the line tight in the corners.  Continue folding the 

hose side to side.hose side to side.



Feed the hose from the officer side of the Feed the hose from the officer side of the 
apparatus to avoid twists and make it easier apparatus to avoid twists and make it easier 

to pack.to pack.



On the left side of the 2On the left side of the 2ndnd tier, extend the tier, extend the 
hose 1’ above the top of the well to form a hose 1’ above the top of the well to form a 

loop.loop.



No additional loops should be inserted in the line.  No additional loops should be inserted in the line.  
Continue packing the hose in “U” shapes until you Continue packing the hose in “U” shapes until you 

reach the end of the first length.reach the end of the first length.



Place the female coupling of the second length Place the female coupling of the second length 
behind the Mars 888 light.  Pack this length the behind the Mars 888 light.  Pack this length the 

same as the first.same as the first.



Properly packed first and second lengthsProperly packed first and second lengths



Double donut roll the last length .  Start with Double donut roll the last length .  Start with 
the male coupling on top, 1 ½’ behind the the male coupling on top, 1 ½’ behind the 

female coupling (refer to reference lines on the female coupling (refer to reference lines on the 
hose)hose)



Roll the hose tightly.Roll the hose tightly.



Properly rolled hoseProperly rolled hose



Place the roll into the well with the Place the roll into the well with the 
couplings facing left.couplings facing left.



Connect the female coupling of the Connect the female coupling of the 
middle length to the male coupling of the middle length to the male coupling of the 

rear length.rear length.



Connect the female coupling of the donut Connect the female coupling of the donut 
roll to the male coupling of the middle roll to the male coupling of the middle 

length.length.



Connect the female coupling of the rear Connect the female coupling of the rear 
length to the gated length to the gated wyewye..



Connect the nozzle to the male end of the Connect the nozzle to the male end of the 
donut roll and position as pictured.donut roll and position as pictured.



This completes the This completes the Front Bumper Line Front Bumper Line 
Deployment/Restoration Deployment/Restoration slideshow.slideshow.

This slideshow can be found on the This slideshow can be found on the 
lounge computer and the lounge computer and the 

Blackwood Fire Company website: Blackwood Fire Company website: 
WWW.BLACKWOODFIRE.ORGWWW.BLACKWOODFIRE.ORG
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